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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY ADVISORY SERVICES 

Fotos: ADLER Archiv, Anrei, Holthaus, Voglauer, Josko, Fotolia

ADLER wood refinement
as a matter of heart
Wood lives, breathes and warms our souls. It represents 
the perfect choice for healthy living and creates a pleasant 
living atmosphere where people can find calm and relax-
ation. ADLER cares about protecting wood and its beauty. 
As a leading company in wood refinement, ADLER offers 
its customers environmentally friendly products with out-
standing quality. This commitment and competence of 
ADLER is confirmed on a regular basis by a host of awards 
from European research organizations and audits.
 

The greatest praise, however, comes from the profession-
als, like for example those carpenters who test the products 
on behalf of ADLER before being launched. The product line 
“LEGNO” has passed this practical test: The products are 
easy to apply and deliver top results. These are the essential 
conditions to satisfy both professionals and DIY customers.

About the LEGNO products!

USER FRIENDLY
Easy to use and fast drying times are just 
two of the features that characterise the 
LEGNO products. They can be applied by 
brushing, rolling or wiping.

UNIVERSAL APPLICATION
Regardless of whether they are applied on 
a piece of furnishing, wooden floor, parquet 
or other kinds of indoor wooden surfaces – 
the LEGNO products are suitable for both 
softwoods and hardwoods and underline 
their optical effect and pleasant touch.

BEST PROTECTION
LEGNO oils and waxes penetrate deep into 
the surface protecting it from humidity and 
dirt. This helps to prevent unpleasant spots 
and residue left by liquids (water, wine, 
milk, fruit juice). 

PLEASANT AMBIENT CONDITIONS
LEGNO products do not form an impen-
etrable film on the surface. The wood re-
tains an open-cell structure and reacts to 
the humidity in the room. It remains flexi-
ble, does not dry out and creates pleasant 
ambient conditions.

HEALTHY LIVING
Wooden surfaces treated with LEGNO prod-
ucts are totally safe for people and pets. 
They are also suitable for children’s toys 
(fulfilling ÖNORM EN 71-3 Safety of toys). 

Special features at a glance
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ADLER Legno-Öl
The processing-friendly, quick drying Legno-Öl is suit-
able for all surfaces made of softwoods and hardwoods 
used indoors. It penetrates deep into the surface, has a 
water-repellent effect and emphasises the natural texture 
of the wood by a very good grain accentuation. Liquids 
and dirt can be easily wiped off. Wood surfaces treated 
with Legno-Öl are slip resistant and anti-static. Legno-Öl 
is odourless and not self-igniting. For optimal protection, 
apply Legno-Öl twice.

SPECIAL FEATURES

• Simple usage
• Fast drying
• Durable, water and dirt-repellent
• Slip resistant and anti-static
• Perspiration and spittle-resistant (ÖNORM S 1555)
• For a pleasant feel
• Not self-igniting

Container sizes: 750 ml, 2,5 l, 5 l

Colourless  50880

White   50881

ADLER Legno-Zirbenöl
More and more people value the positive influence of the 
Swiss stone pine on well-being, particularly in bedrooms 
and leisure areas. The high quality ADLER Legno-Zirbenöl 
now lets you maintain your furniture made with Swiss 
stone pine and protect it from stains. The natural properties 
of the Swiss stone pine and its fragrance are maintained. 
The Legno-Zirbenöl contains 100 % natural organic Swiss 
stone pine oil. It is quickly absorbed and water-repellent.

SPECIAL FEATURES

• Simple usage
• Fast drying
• Water-repellent
• Perspiration and spittle-resistant (ÖNORM S 1555)
• Pleasant feel
• Not self-igniting 

Container sizes: 750 ml

Colourless 702800020007
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Ligurien

Abruzzen

Lombardei

WOOD TYPE: Oak

Coating cycle: 1 x Legno-Color, 1 x Legno-Öl farblos

Navarra

Toskana

Katalonien

Colour deviations compared to the original shade are  

due to printing technology. 

ADLER Legno-Color
Those who opt for natural wood refinement do not have to 
go without a variety of colours. With Legno-Color, ADLER 
gives you an oil that does not restrict you when it comes to 
your individual interior design, as it can be tinted in many 
different shades. This enables elegant colours without cover-
ing the texture of the wood. No overlaps occur even on large 
areas. Instead the result is an even, uniform appearance. 
After adding colour with Legno-Color, a surface treatment 
with Legno-Öl, Legno-Wachs or Legno-Hartwachsöl is rec-
ommended. The positive properties of Legno-Color and the 
other Legno products complement each other ideally.

SPECIAL FEATURES

• Can be tinted in many colours
• Even colouring
• Simple usage
• Very good water resistance
• Not self-igniting 

Container sizes: 750 ml, 2,5 l, 5 l

W30, base for tinting 50875

CHOICE OF POSSIBLE COLOURS

Unlimited choice of colours using the ADLER Color4You 
colour-mixing system.
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ADLER Legno-Hartwachsöl
Legno-Hartwachsöl is made of naturally renewable raw 
materials and combines the positive properties of oils and 
waxes. This product is particularly environmentally friendly 
due to its high solids content (> 97%). Unlike other Legno 
products, it is usually sufficient to apply Legno-Hartwachsöl 
only once.

SPECIAL FEATURES

• Simple usage
• Particularly environmentally friendly high-solid product
• Very good grain accentuation with only one coat
• Durable, water and dirt-repellent
• Anti-static
•   ”Baubook“-compliant – meets the criteria of ecological
  house building
• Fulfils the UZ06 guidelines

Container sizes: 750 ml, 2,5 l

Colourless   50821

ADLER Legno-Wachs
The product Legno-Wachs forms a water and dirt-repellent 
protective film on the wood surfaces. It gives them an 
elegant matt effect, a uniform appearance as well as a 
soft handle. Particularly pleasant surfaces are achieved if 
the wax is polished with a brush with leather inserts after 
overnight drying. The product Legno-Wachs has been clas-
sified as not self-igniting and must be applied twice.

SPECIAL FEATURES

• Simple usage
• Fast drying
• Elegant matt-effect
• Pleasant surface feel
• Anti-static
• Not self-igniting 

Container sizes: 750 ml, 5 l

Colourless   50890
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TIPS & TRICKS: 
Oiling or waxing furniture
PRE-TREATMENT AND SANDING
Sand down the piece of furniture with sandpaper of grit size 
120 in the direction of the wood grain. Repeat this step with 
a grit size of 180. Make sure that the wood surface is dry, 
clean and free of dust, grease and wax.

FIRST OIL APPLICATION WITH ADLER LEGNO-ÖL
Stir the Legno-Öl well. Apply it thinly with a paint brush or a 
lint-free cotton cloth. Remove the excess after 5 min. with a 
dry cotton cloth. Let everything dry for approx. 4 hours under 
good ventilation

 

SECOND OIL APPLICATION WITH ADLER LEGNO-ÖL
Smooth the wood surface before the second application 
with sandpaper of grit size 280 in the direction of the wood 
grain. Dust off the piece of furniture. Repeat the application 
with Legno-Öl. Remove the excess and allow the piece of 
furniture to dry well. You should treat interiors of furniture 
and cupboards with just one thin application of Legno-Öl 
because of a possible unpleasant odour.

For the good of your furniture, you should wait 7 days be-
fore fully subjecting it to daily stresses and strains. It will 
thank you for it!

As an alternative to Legno-Öl, furniture can also be treated 
twice with the natural Legno-Wachs or Legno-Hartwachsöl 
from ADLER.

SAND DOWN SURFACES

REMOVE DUST AND DIRT

APPLY OIL 

REMOVE EXCESS
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SAND FLOOR

APPLY LEGNO-COLOR 

REMOVE EXCESS

REPEAT PROCEDURE 
WITH LEGNO-ÖL OR 
LEGNO-HARTWACHSÖL

TIPS & TRICKS:
Oiling parquet floors or wooden floors
SAND THE FLOOR
Make sure that your parquet floor is sanded down evenly 
and is clean and dust-free. Sanding errors can lead to un-
sightly and uneven colour results. 

ADD COLOUR WITH ADLER LEGNO-COLOR
Stir Legno-Color well before the first application. Start with 
the corners or the point furthest away and always work to-
wards the exit.
Apply a thin and even coat of Legno-Color with the aid of a 
flooring paint brush or roller. Carefully remove the excess 
with a cotton cloth or similar. In this way you will avoid 
unsightly, shiny stains. Divide large areas into smaller 
sections to be treated. This will prevent the oil from drying 
prematurely. Let the floor dry overnight under good venti-
lation conditions. 

OIL APPLICATION WITH ADLER LEGNO-ÖL
The final application is done with Legno-Öl or Legno- 
Hartwachsöl. After a drying time of 16 hours, the surfaces 
can be subjected to light use. Full load-bearing capacity 
is achieved after approx. one week. Allow your floor this 
amount of time before putting furniture or carpets in place.

ALWAYS START IN ONE 
CORNER, IN STRIPS  
AND WORK TOWARDS 
THE EXIT!
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Legno-Pflegeset 702900021001

ADLER Legno-Pflegeset
High quality set for the regular cleaning and care of oiled 
wood surfaces such as furniture, wood and parquet floors 
and interior finishing.

CONTENT

• Legno-Reiniger 125 ml
• Legno-Pflegeöl 125 ml
•  Scouring pad
• Cleaning cloth
• Maintenance guideline

ADLER Legno-Reiniger und -Pflegeöl
Stubborn dirt and grease can be removed with Legno- 
Reiniger. The universal fast drying care-oil Legno-Pflegeöl 
helps to refresh oiled wooden surfaces. It is absorbed quick-
ly and deeply into the surface. The care oil is distributed 
evenly on the piece of furniture simply by wiping.

SPECIAL FEATURES

• Simple usage
• Cleans and refreshes wood surfaces
• Mild odor
• Legno-Pflegeöl penetrates very well

Container sizes: 250 ml

Container sizes: 250 ml, 1 l

Pflegeöl, colorless  50882

Reiniger, colorless  80025



Furniture maintenance instructions

For the regular maintenance of oiled and waxed surfaces, 
it is recommended to wipe them with a dry, soft and lint-
free cloth. Light soiling such as fingerprints can be remo-
ved with a dampened cloth. Add a mild household deter-
gent to the water used for cleaning. It is essential to wipe 
dry afterwards!  

The ADLER Legno-Reiniger and the special ADLER cleaning 
cloth help against heavy soiling and grease. Wipe down dry 
afterwards. Slightly scratched areas can be simply polished 
up and repaired with the cleaning cloth.

To maintain and freshen up oiled areas gently, ADLER 
recommends an annual treatment with ADLER Legno-
Pflegeöl. The surface should be dry and free of dust and 
grease. Spread the Legno-Pflegeöl thinly and evenly with 
the cleaning cloth. Allow to dry for ten minutes and wipe 
off the excess in the direction of the grain.
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Maintenance in case  
of heavy wear or scratches

OILED AREAS

In case of heavily worn and damaged areas, sanding in 
the direction of the grain is recommended. After removing 
the sanding dust, dampen the cleaning cloth with ADLER 
Legno-Pflegeöl and spread the oil thinly and evenly. After 
approx. 10 minutes drying time, wipe off excess in the 
direction of the grain. If necessary, repeat application after 
drying overnight.

WAXED AREAS

To freshen up or renovate waxed surfaces, sand the surface 
lightly in the direction of the grain. Then apply a thin coat of 
Legno-Wachs, remove the excess and allow to dry.

LEGNO-PFLEGEÖL SIMPLY APPLY THINLY SAND SCRATCHED AREAS APPLY MAINTENANCE OIL OR WAX
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Flooring maintenance instructions
Clean the floor roughly with a broom or vacuum cleaner. 
Clean the floor with clear water. Fill a bucket with fresh, 
lukewarm water. Shake the Legno-Holzbodenseife well 
and add to the water in a ratio of 1:100. Wipe the floor 
with the soapy water. Do not allow any puddles to stand. 
The floor can be walked on again once it has dried.

OBSERVE MIXING RATIO 
OF SOAP AND WATER

CLEAN THE FLOOR

WIPE FLOOR WITH  
THE SOAPY WATER –  
DO NOT ALLOW ANY 
PUDDLES TO STAND!

ADLER Legno-Holzbodenseife
The high quality Legno-Holzbodenseife is used for the reg-
ular cleaning and maintenance of oiled, waxed or leached 
wood and parquet flooring, as well as cork and laminate 
flooring indoors. The high cleaning power removes dirt 
quickly and simply. The maintenance concentrate con-
tains natural vegetable fats, which clean and maintain the 
floor with a rehydrating effect. It has a neutral pH value 
and an antistatic effect. The Legno-Holzbodenseife leaves 
a silk matt maintenance film behind.

SPECIAL FEATURES

• Easy to apply
•  Cleans, maintains and enhances wood and 

parquet flooring over the long term
•  Universally applicable – also for other oiled areas,  

such as panelling
• Pleasant matt effect
• Antistatic

Container sizes: 1 l, 2,5 l

Natur  7031000210 
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About the LEGNO products!

ADLER-Werk Lackfabrik · A-6130 Schwaz/Tirol · Bergwerkstr. 22 ·  T. +43 / 5242 / 6922-0   
info@adler-lacke.com · www.adler-lacke.com

ADLER Deutschland GmbH · Kunstmühlstr. 14 · D-83026 Rosenheim · T. 08031/3045174 · ADLER Lack AG · Etzelstraße 5  
CH-8856 Tuggen · T. 055/465 2121 ADLER Polska Sp. z o.o. · ul. Tyniecka 229 · PL-30-376 Kraków · T. 012/2524001 
ADLER Slovensko s.r.o. · Montážna 3 · SK-971 01 Prievidza · T. 046/5199621 ·  ADLER Česko s.r.o. · Pražská 675/10 
CZ - 642 00 Brno - Bosonohy · T. 731 725 957 · ADLER Italia S.r.l. · Via per Marco 12/D · I-38068 Rovereto · T. 0464/425308


